
Working in team with the student editors and
guiding the student editors.
As special editors, it is your responsibility to
uphold and enhance the journal's standing
wherever possible. You are ultimately
accountable for the journal's information. In
order to include new research, you should
make sure that the journal's objectives, scope,
and content reflect any shifts in the direction
of the field.

Work of Special Editors
1.

2.

Perks and Incentives
After successfully serving as the Student Editor for a
specified time, the student shall be awarded a
Certificate of Acknowledgement/Appreciation
signed by a designated professional within the
Advisory and Editorial Board of the organization.
Being a member of a law review is widely
considered a source of prestige.
You will be trained to take part in the Law Review’s
activities at the best of your abilities, both through
webinars, workshops and practical exercises, but
also by engaging in the reviewing and editing
processes, at first supervised by a senior editor. 

Interested candidates are requested to fill the google form along with submitting nominal fee of Rs. 50/-. Details of fee payment is given in
google form.
Kindly send a summary in 250-300 words as to why you should be selected as special editor.
Selection will be based on interview the date for which shall be notified. Kindly bring supporting documents of the research work carried by
you as a research scholar.
Based on the performance of the candidate, the final selection will be notified to the selected candidates.

Application Procedure

 

maglaw@puchd.ac.inSend your queries to:  

Call for Student  Special Editors for student journal MAGLAW 
2023-2024

Apply by: 15 March; 11:59 P.M. 

 MAGLAW is an  annual publication (ISSN online 2582-3507) of the Department of Laws, Panjab University, Chandigarh
since 2017. It is a peer reviewed Law Magazine having wide circulation. It invites research papers from law colleges
and institutions across India. This magazine provides a much needed platform to law students to pen their views on
current legal issues. We believe that research is an essential component of legal education, so we encourage young
minds to express themselves through research articles, case comments, and book reviews.

Experience in writing and research will be
considered (added advantage)
The applicant must have a research and
analysis skill.
The applicant must possess command over
English language.
Awareness about contemporary laws and
policies, and a general grasp on current
affairs will be valuable.
Familiarity with MS Word, web applications
and publication process.

 
Minimum Requirements:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 
No. of Positions: 2 

Eligibility: Research Scholars

Editor
Dr. Shipra Gupta

   
 

 
 

Editor in Chief
Prof. Devinder Singh

 Managing Editor
Dr. Vibhuti Nakta

https://forms.gle/2uvvaTdhSivPLXm98

https://forms.gle/2uvvaTdhSivPLXm98

